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Bahauddin Zakariya University is a well progressive university of the province Punjab, Pakistan. Bzu Multan offers the admissions for various undergraduate and postgraduate degree programmes such as BSc, BBA, MCS, MBA, BSc, BA, MA, MSC, Fine Arts, AMP, Designing, Architecture, Agriculture, DVM, Pharm D, Accounting, and many others. Merit and waiting lists of BS, MA, MSC, DVM programs in Bzu Multan 2017 Bzu merit and waiting lists 2017 online MA, MSC, BS, BSc program Bahauddin Zakariya University Multan has issued the first merit lists and waiting list of various programs of studies. The said merit lists are about BS, MA, MSC, and DVM programmes of the session starting from 2017, merit list of MSC Mathematics in Bzu Syllabus for MSC in Applied Psychology for Bzu Multan. History of Modern Psychology, Mathadology.

Read more share how abbreviate masters of math degree, view the merit lists of all BS and MS programs in Bahauddin Zakariya University Multan. We provide the latest merit list fall and spring 2019 morning and evening sessions, Bzu Multan 1st 2nd 3rd merit list 2018 morning evening from the first day of the inception of the university the management as well as the faculty staff is focusing on providing quality education to the students that is the reason that in so short span of time this university has made its place in the heart of every student so right now the actual Bzu 1st morning merit list that is being, search name in lists form challan cnic form cnic name father name program department merit list, Bzu second merit list for BS and MSC programs of Bzu Multan Bzu second merit list for BS and MSC programs of Bzu Multan.
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